Download Jennifer Aniston
Jennifer Aniston was born in Sherman Oaks, California, to actors John Aniston and Nancy Dow. Her father is
Greek, and her mother was of English, Irish, Scottish, and Italian descent.Jennifer Joanna Aniston (born
February 11, 1969) is an American actress, film producer, and businesswoman. The daughter of actors John
Aniston and Nancy Dow, she began working as an actress at an early age with an uncredited role in the 1987
film Mac and Me.The following day, Aniston’s pals began wishing the star a happy birthday on social media,
sharing their own sweet images taken from the celebration.As Rachel in Friends, Jennifer Aniston gave girls a
haircut they wanted and boys a new pin-up. Since leaving the sitcom she has been a regular in films, but after
her five-year marriage to Brad ...4:00 PM PT --In a totally baller move ... Jen's party is moving to a brand new
private jet. The backup PJ just pulled up in front of the damaged one and their luggage is getting
transferred.Jennifer Aniston. This is Picture 1 in Jennifer Aniston sexy lingerie underwear pictures (a Daily Star
photo gallery).They're still Friends! The moment BRAD PITT sneaked into ex-wife Jennifer Aniston’s starstudded 50th birthday party. A host of A-listers made their way to West Hollywood's Sunset Tower for the
...Brad did not want to publicise his friendship with ex-wife Jennifer while he was still with Angelina, but now
he wants the world to know that they are on good termsJennifer Aniston is spending a late night on set of her
highly anticipated new project! The 49-year-old actress was spotted in a red gown filming a scene for her new
Apple show, currently being ...Fierce at 50! Jennifer Aniston's best quotes on marriage, life and 'Friends'
Sizzling and single, Jennifer Aniston has taken the reins of her narrative at 50.

